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I am lucky enough to lead a very seasonal lifestyle and every year at just about this time I suddenly 
realise that the nights are beginning to draw in and I have to get a newsletter out to promote the 
treesponsibility Autumn Gathering; another tree-planting season is upon us and we need to round up 
the troops! So with no further ado, welcome to Volume 2 Issue 23 of the Treesponsibility Newsletter, 
and hopefully we will see many of you at |Height Gate or Lodge Farm the weekend after next, 14th-
16th October.  Please email Christina (treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk) to book.  The cost is the same 
as ever (£25), but come anyway if this is beyond your means and we'll sort something out.  This 
Gathering will be a particularly celebratory one for three reasons.... 
 
Firstly we will be having our 18th birthday feast on the Saturday night (postponed from the snowed-
off planting weekend last March).  Hopefully people will turn up with musical instruments and 
dancing shoes and we will have a right good do (there might also be a session of the famous story 
game as part of the mix). 
 
Secondly, we were very pleased to receive a grant of nearly £5000 from Calderdale Community 
Foundation, to enable us to continue and expand our tree-planting with schools,  which is one of our 
favourite aspects of the work  (see opposite). 
 
Thirdly, and most excitingly of all, we have finally, finally (after many delays!) signed a contract 
with the Environment Agency for £85,000 to deliver a Natural Flood Management programme in 
the Upper Calder catchment. Hurrah!!.  The money all needs to be spent during this financial year 
and it will allow us to install “slowing the flow” interventions (leaky dams and bunds) at at least six 
sites; erosion control measures such as fascines at at least six sites; fencing for tree-planting sites; 
and the “save some space for a rainy day” project (promoting water gardens to reduce run-off).  It 
will also allow us to develop a sites portfolio for 2017/18, so providing that we deliver everything 
successfully this year there could be similar levels of funding in the years to come. 
 
There really does seem to have been a sea change in thinking about Natural Flood Management 
(NFM) within Calderdale Council and the Enviroment Agency, and a great deal of planning and 
consultation has taken place since the Boxing Day flood, leading to a pretty well thought out plan 
which will be presented to the Secretary of  State for sign-off at the end of October.  As lead partner 
in the SOURCE partnership, treesponsibility has been invited to be part of the NFM operational 
group which will meet monthly to steer the implementation of the plan.  One excellent thing is that 
Yorkshire Water are involved – they are one of the largest landowners in the area, so having them 
fully engaged will make a real difference.  Another exciting development is the establishment of the 
Calderdale Flood Studies Network who we are very glad to welcome as a new SOURCE partner. 
 
Reality check alert!.  NFM is not the answer to future flooding.  It has an important role to play, but 
the key to our valley's future security will lie in concerted action on the root causes of climate 
change.  Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 have reached 400 parts per million, and this is not 
going to go down any time soon - as Billy's article on page 8 points out, there are also many 
feedback loops which are likely to amplify warming.  The EA estimates that (without NFM) flood 
peaks in the Calder Valley at the end of the century could be up to 70% greater than that on Boxing 
Day. Treesponsibility is a climate action group, not just a tree-planting group and we oppose the 
expansion of fossil fuel intensive activities (I was at Heathrow at the weekend, campaigning against 
the proposed third runway).  So no apologies for this being a “campaigny” issue of the newsletter 
with articles on the forthcoming demo at Drax Power station, and updates on the Ban the Burn 
campaign to protect our blanket bogs.  (I also hope to put an article on fracking in the next edition, 
because it is NOT OK to open up new sources of fossil fuels).  It is annoying to have to keep 
campaigning on these issues when the science is so clear, but it seems we have to, so we will. 
 
That's it for now.  See you soon hopefully.  Xx Dongria.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have just kicked off our season with a planting with Sacred Heart  School, 
Sowerby at a site near Sowerby Bridge.  It was a really lovely planting, in beautiful 
sunshine, and the children set to their task in a really focussed way, planting 195 trees 
in just an hour and a half.  Thanks to Keith and Sue for offering the site, and teacher 
Lucy Tull for organising the planting and, of course, the kids for their child labour! 
 
The Community Foundation  funding will allow us to work with a further fourteen  
schools in the months to come.  If you are part of a school in Calderdale and would 
like to take part,  send us an email (for attention of Christina) and we will fix up a 
date.  All the plantings we do are preceded by a short talk at the school, explaining 
the basic science of climate change and highlighting the role that trees can play in 
drawing down carbon, and mitigating flooding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

School Plantings



Ban the Burn Updates

1). Those of you who got the newsletter back in 2013 may remember a front cover picture of me shak-
ing hands with the European Commissioner for the Environment (can’t remember his name, sorry) and 
presenting him with a document prepared by Aidan Foley outlining our case against Natural England for 
signing agreements allowing managed burning on Walshaw Moor...

...these things take time, but we are pleased to announce that the EU has found that the UK government 
is in infringement of the habitats directive (see letter below).  The current legal position is that in spite of 
brexit, we are still bound by this directive until such time as it is explicitly repealed by parliament which 
could not happen before we have officially left the EU.



2).  In May this year, treesponsibility commissioned Dr. Nick Odoni (honoury fellow, Department of Geography, Dur-
ham University) to undertake “A modelling study and investigation into how annual burning on the Walshaw Moor es-
tate may affect high river flows in Hebden Bridge” as well as a further supplementary study into the effects of increasing 
sphagnum cover.  There is not enough room in the newsletter to print both studies so I have just put the conclusions in.  
Nick’s report can be seen on the treesponsibility website – do go on the website and read it in full. 

MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK:

1. Any arrangement of burn patches on the WME, wherever situated, increases the flow peak at HB.

2. There is a clear (p<<0.001) positive correlation between the area burnt each year and the increase in the flow peak 
at HB. Thus, the bigger the annual burn area, the higher the increase in the flow peak is likely to be compared with the 
base case. This implies that for the rainfall-runoff scenario modelled here, patch burning on the WME is likely to work 
in opposition to any measures implemented on the moor to reduce the flood peak at HB.

3. Long term annual burning at a given percentage rate roughly doubles the increase in the HB flow peak compared 
with a burn of that percentage area for one year only. This result is to be expected because long term rotation burning 
will increase the overall area of the WME which is to some extent affected by burning, whether a particular patch has 
only just been burnt or is in partial recovery of the vegetation. Depending upon the density of present and previous 
burning, therefore, the number of patches so affected by burning may range from between about 20% and 100% of the 
moor’s area.

4. Longer vegetation recovery times also raise the increase in the peak flow predicted at HB, although the effect is 
about 1/10th of the burn rotation effect. This implies that provided the vegetation in any patch is able to recover fully 
from previous burns, the increase in the flow peak at HB caused by burn rotation should broadly stabilise over the 
longer term. This raises the question as to whether repeated burns, over a rotation cycle, themselves affect vegetation 
recovery times. This is possibly significant if the cycle of burning leads to a change in the species cover of burn patches 
which have been repeatedly burned over decades or longer, although this aspect of the ecology and hydrology of the 
moor-peatland system has not been explored here.

5. Possible further work to consider: repeat the tests using calibrated applications of the model, the calibrations derived 
from two or more observed rainfall-runoff events; set up the model to apply to the catchment at a finer spatial resolu-
tion, preferably 5 m or 10 m, so that grips and drains can also be modelled and their influence included; incorporate 
a more nearly correct base case land cover and channel geometry, for example including areas of trees or scrub where 
known, also areas dominated by Sphagnum and bog sympathetic species; also consider incorporating any stream 
obstructions or local modifications of the flow path or stream geometry. A more detailed study using a model incorpo-
rating more complete physics e.g. JFLOW, would also be informative and provide greater physical realism over a wider 
range of different rainfall-runoff scenarios and prior wetness conditions. Such a model could also possibly incorporate 
a treatment of reservoir storage and discharges that is more realistic than the ‘storage-neutral’ treatment used here.

Supplementary Work and Conclusions, to accompany the Summary Short Study:

CONCLUSIONS from the supplementary work

NOTE: These conclusions are subject to the provisions, comments and recommendations made above and all those 
included in the Summary Short Study (q.v.).

1. The results using the additional base cases, with more Sphagnum, conform with those already obtained, namely that 
any arrangement of burn patches on the WME, wherever situated, increases the flow peak at HB. Similarly, the greater 
the area burnt, the bigger the increase in the peak flow. There is also a small additional effect caused by the increasing 
presence of Sphagnum and bog species. This implies that even though the moorland has a general mixture of grasses 
and bog species, burning areas of Sphagnum still has a discernibly greater effect on the increase in the peak flow than 
burning areas of moorland grasses and heather. Such an effect is conformable with what would be expected, based on 
the resistance curves deduced from published research (Holden et al., 2008) as outlined in the Summary Short Study.



2. Again, conforming with the previous results using the grass-heather base case, if burns are conducted in long rota-
tions, for a given burn area percentage the effect of the burns is roughly doubled compared with the effect of an annual 
burn of that percentage in isolation. This occurs because at any one time, a proportion of the WME is recovering from 
burns that took place in previous years. Similarly, lengthening the burn effect period (and also therefore the vegetation 
recovery time) also raises slightly the increase in the flow peak at HB for a given burn percentage of burn. This occurs 
because the total area of the moor still in some stage of recovery increases with the length of the burn effect period.

3. A new result arising from this supplementary work is the impact of ecological conservation and restoration. The 
comparisons can be rather complicated, so for simplicity the burn case is based on the grass-heather results reported in 
the Summary Short Study, which provide the higher flow reference value, and with which the Sphagnum enriched base 
cases, without burns, are compared. The results are very clear, namely that management which eliminates burns and 
encourages conservation and restoration of Sphagnum, so that the latter over time replace some or much of the cotton 
and moorland grasses and heather, leads to a marked reduction in the flow peak at HB. Specifically, management in this 
manner on the WME only, leaving the rest of the Hebden Water catchment unchanged, causes a reduction in the flow 
peak at HB of about 2.5-5%. By extending the same management to the catchment more generally, outside the WME, 
the peak flow is further reduced. The range of flow reductions depends upon the eventual state of the moorland vege-
tation and the initial reference ‘burnt’ state, but in the scenario explored here lies between c. 1.2 and 4.1 cumecs, which 
is roughly between 2.5 and 10% of the flow peak at HB. More generally, these findings and those outlined above and in 
the Summary Short Study indicate strongly that management focused on such conservation and restoration is likely to 
assist and reinforce the effects of other measures introduced on the moorland to reduce peak flows at HB.

3). Campaigning is continuing.  On the “Glorious 
Twelfth” (the start of the grouse shooting season) 
Hebden Bridge residents and business people gath-
ered in St Georges Square to protest against the dev-
astation of Walshaw Moor’s blanket bog and other 
habitats by industrial-scale grouse rearing. There 
was then a walk up to Walshaw Moor for a picnic 
and fun day that included checking the state of the 
blanket bog.   The event was filmed by the BBC and 
got a slot on the Look North programme.

More recently Jenny Shepherd (the local Green 
Party candidate) has resent the last year’s petition 
to Richard Bannister – see covering letter opposite.  
She is hoping for a response before meeting Craig 
Whitaker MP at his surgery on 15th October.

Many local residents signed Mark Avery’s petition 
against driven grouse shooting, which will be debat-
ed in parliament on Tuesday 18th October.  There 
will be transport going down from Hebden – please 
let us know if you want to come.

We've got  
a grouse!



                                                                                                           Richard Bannister
! ! ! ! ! ! !                                  Lower Clough House
                                                                                                           Castle Road
                                                                                                           Colne BD8 7DU
                                                                                                

19 Unity Street,
Hebden Bridge,
HX7 8HQ                                                                                             27 September 2016

Dear Richard Bannister,

Re: Petition to refrain from burning your land on Walshaw Moor Estate

You may recall receiving a petition that Hebden Bridge residents sent to landowners in the 
Hebden Water catchment at the beginning of October last year: “You may be aware of 
recent research from the Ember project in Leeds University Þnding that for the largest 20% 
of storms, the hydrograph intensity of burnt catchments was signiÞcantly greater than that 
of unburnt catchment (i.e. peak ßows were higher). We would respectfully like to ask you 
to use alternatives to burning on your land (such as mowing) unless and until evidence 
can  be provided that burning does NOT add to the ßood risk in the townÓ.

Since no reply was received from Walshaw Moor Estate, I am re-sending the petition to 
you in advance of the burning season.  As you can imagine ßooding is a very sensitive 
issue in the Hebden Bridge and Mytholmroyd since Boxing Day, and it would be helpful if 
landowners could be good neighbours by refraining from forms of land management likely 
to increase peak ßows here in the valley below.  A new study on burning and run-off 
conducted by Nick Odoni from Durham University for treesponsibility can be found here: 
https://www.scribd.com/document/325491420/Odoni-Modelling-Study-and-Supplement

A key Þnding of Dr. Odoniʼs research was that “management which eliminates burns and 
encourages conservation and restoration of Sphagnum, so that the latter over time replace 
some or much of the cotton and moorland grasses and heather, leads to a marked 
reduction in the ßow peak at HB. SpeciÞcally, management in this manner on the WME 
only, leaving the rest of the Hebden Water catchment unchanged, causes a reduction in 
the ßow peak at HB of about 2.5-5%.Ó  To put this Þgure in context, in the 2021 ßood 
approximately 4.5% of peak ßow overtopped the Hebden Water river channel.

Mowing has four advantages over burning:-
1. It does not alter the soil structure, or leave an ash residue blocking soil pores
2. It does not have other disadvantageous side effects such as dissolved organic carbon in 

the water supply.
3. It is more conducive to the establishment of sphagnum because it does not drop the 

water table.
4. It could potentially provide a valuable resource of heather brash for moorland restoration 

work in the catchment (if the heather is free of diseases and pests).

I will be attending Craig Whitaker MPʼs surgery on the 15th of October and would be 
grateful if you could reply in advance of this.

Yours sincerely,

Jenny Shepherd
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#Axedrax is a campaign to shut down Drax power station by getting Drax’s subsidies axed.
Drax is the largest coal-fired power station and the single greatest emitter of carbon in the UK.
Now it is also the biggest biomass power station in the world. In 2015, it burned more wood than the UK 
produced in total that year.  

In return for trashing forests and digging up communities, Drax is receiving massive subsidies when it 
should have been closed down years ago.  They cashed in on over £1 million in subsidies every single 
day in 2015 and are hoping to get as much as £1.65 million every day in future.  Meanwhile, subsidies for 
genuinely renewable and low carbon onshore wind and solar power are being slashed across the UK.
Drax’s biomass electricity counts towards the UK’s legal target of producing 15% of all energy used in 
this country from renewables by 2020.  Yet they will only be generating 0.7% of the UK’s energy use- and 
that from burning more than the country’s entire annual wood production, year on year.

There will be a demonstration at Drax on Saturday 22nd October and there will be transport provided 
from Hebden Bridge – please let us know as soon as possible if you would like to come.  The demonstra-
tion will mark 10 years since the first climate camp at Drax and will celebrate our achievements (such as 
stopping the planned programme of 6 new coal fired power stations) whilst highlighting how much still 
needs to be done to put UK energy policy on a genuinely sustainable footing.

We are particularly putting a shout out for musicians who would like to play at the event and people who 
would like to don green boiler suits and hardhats to be part of the dastardly “Drax Greenwash Team”  
(we are going to make a little film of the greenwashers using their mops to clean up coal and biomass 
pellets).  If you are interested in participating in this way please let me know asap.  (The email address is 
on the front cover)

Demonstration at Drax Power Station 22nd October 



Treesponsibility Diary Dates 
 

October 3rd – planting with Sacred Heart School at Pickwood House 
 

10th October – Planting with Old Earth School at Wilcroft House 
 

11th October – Planting with Old Earth School at Wilcroft House 
 

12th October – Planting with Saville Park School at Wilcroft House 
 

14-16th October Treesponsibility Autumn Gathering and the 
postponed 18th birthday feast.  Staying at Height Gate, and planting at 

Lodge Farm on the Saturday and Sunday.  (See p. 2).  Please let us 
know if you are coming:- treesponsibility@yahoo.co.uk 

 
18th October – Grouse Moor Debate in parliament (see p.6) 

 
22nd October Demonstration at Drax (see p.9) 

 
6th November – planting with 80 University of Leeds students at Pinnacle 

Farm 
 

13th November – planting with National Citizenship students at Pickwood 
House 

 
20th November – planting with National Citizenship students at Lower 

Springs 
 

28th November planting with the Environment Agency at Upper 
Horsewood 

 
11th December – Chip Woods memorial planting at Upper Crimsworth 

 
17th – 19th February Woodcraft Folk Weekend at Height Gate 

 
10-12th March – Treesponsibility 19th Birthday planting weekend 

 
7-9th April – GAPS planting weekend 

 


